Abstract: This paper presents the dynamic behaviors of a second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator as well as through the detection of weak signals, which are analyzed theoretically and numerically. The dynamic behaviors of the asymmetric system are analyzed based on the stochastic center manifold, together with Hopf bifurcation. Numerical analysis revealed that the time delay could enhance the noise immunity of the asymmetric system so as to enhance the asymmetric system's ability to detect weak signals. The frequency of the weak signal under noise excitation was detected through the 'act-and-wait' method. The small amplitude was detected through the transition from the chaotic to the periodic state. Theoretical analysis and numerical simulation indicate that the application of the asymmetric Duffing oscillator with delay to detect weak signal is feasible.
Introduction
The detection of weak signals is widely used in aerospace, engineering, transportation, as well as in biological, military, and other practical applications. For example, for high-speed motor vehicles, in order to ensure the safe use of key components bearings and wheels of a high-speed moving group, it is necessary to detect effective weak signals through condition monitoring [1] in a timely manner before the damage and failure of moving parts.
As for weak signal detection, fault diagnosis, and feature extraction, scholars have focused on two aspects in recent years, based on the transition from the chaotic state to the large-scale periodic state to detect a weak effective signal submerged in noise [2] [3] [4] [5] . Using the stochastic resonance method and its transition characteristics makes a weak signal submerged in it stand out by using noise in the form of large scale transitions to identify the weak signal [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The method of stochastic resonance can not identify all kinds of weak signals processed by the stochastic resonance system, but rather only one kind of single-cycle that has the symmetrical characteristics of the weak signal. The chaotic oscillator can detect weak signals effectively because of its properties of noise immunity and sensitivity to specific frequency signals [2, 13, 14] . Therefore, the weak effective signal submerged in noise is detected by the transition from a chaotic state to a large-scale periodic state in this paper.
The nonlinear dynamic asymmetric systems used to detect weak signals are mainly as follows: Shi et al. [4] used the Holmes Duffing oscillator to work as the detection system. Zhao et al. [2] used the van der Pol--Duffing oscillator to a detect weak signal. Wang and Gao used [5] the Novel butterfly-shaped model as the detection model. Zhang et al. [15] considered the Langevin system, which is composed of two single bistable systems by means of linear coupling driven by a Lévy noise and weak periodic signal to detect weak signals. Since the asymmetric Duffing equation is widely studied model in nonlinear asymmetric systems, which is sensitive to a weak signal of the specific frequency, we also use the asymmetric Duffing system to detect the effective weak signal submerged in noise.
At present, some scholars have studied the dynamic behaviors of asymmetric non-delay systems in detail [16] [17] [18] . In addition, time delay is universal in nature. The dynamic analysis of the asymmetric delay differential system has attracted more and more scholarly attention [19] [20] [21] [22] . However there is less research for asymmetric stochastic delay systems. In [23] , the author studied the stability of the asymmetric time-delayed linear control system under Gaussian white noise excitation. In [24] , the study of time delay effects on the control of asymmetric linear systems under stochastic excitation has been presented. Guo et al. [25] analyzed bifurcations in an asymmetric stochastic time-delayed fractional biorhythmic biological system. In [26] , the authors calculated the threshold of pitchfork and Hopf bifurcation in a stochastic delay differential equation and found that analyzing bifurcation thresholds in numerical simulations is very important. With respect to the asymmetric stochastic delay differential systems, the description of natural laws is more realistic, so it is of great significance to study the asymmetric stochastic delay differential systems.
Motivated by the above scholars' research results and the actual engineering situation, this paper mainly aims to gain insight into the dynamic behaviors of a second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator and application to weak signal detection. The choice of an asymmetric delay differential system is not only rich in dynamic behavior, but also more realistic than the asymmetric ordinary differential equation. The reason for choosing Gaussian white noise is that Gaussian white noise can be regarded as the form derivative of the Wiener process and the power spectrum density in the whole frequency (−∞,+∞) domain is constant and easy to calculate, thus its research has been very mature. The existence of weak effective signals and feature extraction of various information should follow the following order: Frequency → amplitude. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, M.S. Fofana's method is used to reduce the asymmetric delay differential equation to the asymmetric ordinary differential equation and the stochastic Itô equation is derived theoretically [27] . Then the stochastic bifurcation condition of the asymmetric system is obtained. In Section 3, we use the method of the stochastic Melnikov function to derive the theoretical chaotic threshold. The results showed that the time delay feedback could enhance the detection ability of the asymmetric system to some extent. In Section 4, the feasibility of using the asymmetric stochastic delay system with the Duffing oscillator to detect a weak signal is verified by numerical simulation results.
Theoretical Analysis
We consider the second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator, subject to the weakly external excitation of Gaussian white noise.
The asymmetric system (1) can be organized:
where f = ε f 1 , µ = εµ 1 , α = εα 1 , A = εA 1 , τ is the time delay, A is the feedback gain factor, µ is the damping item, f cos ωt is the built-in driving force, ξ(t) is the Gaussian white noise of intensity α, and power spectral density K. The asymmetric system (1) has two saddle points (±1, 0) and a center point (0, 0).
Stability Analysis
In this section, we calculate the transversality condition and analyze the stability of the linearized system of the asymmetric Duffing system (2), which is given by:
Its adjoint equation is:Z
Make
, so the adjoint equation with respect to the bilinear pairing is:
which has eigenvalues λ satisfying asymmetric system (2)'s transcendental characteristic equation at the equilibrium point (0, 0):
Obviously, the asymmetric system does not have a zero characteristic root. From Equation (6), when the time delay τ = 0 we can obtain:
Its characteristic roots are λ 1,2 = −µ±
, if and only if µ > 0, then Re λ 1,2 < 0, thus the asymmetric system is asymptomatic stability at the equilibrium point (0, 0).
Theorem 1 (Transversality condition).
If µ, A are the real number defined by Equation (6) 
is the characteristic root of Equation (6) , if and only if:
Proof. Setting the time delay τ > 0, λ 1,2 = ±iω are a pair of pure imaginary roots of Equation (6) . We can obtain:
The real and imaginary parts of Equation (7) are as follows:
which are equivalent to:
When the two equations above are squared and then added together, we can get the equation with respect to ω as follows:
Thus, we can figure out:
Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (8) can obtain:
So when τ = τ c , λ 1,2 = ±iω are a pair of pure imaginary roots of Equation (6). Differentiating both sides of Equation (6) with respect to τ, yields:
Thus, we figure out:
Substituting the characteristic root λ 1 =iω(τ c )(ω > 0) into Equation (10), we get:
Since the symbols of Re[(
] are the same, if and only if:
Combined with the Hopf bifurcation theorem, the asymmetric system (2) will occur the Hopf bifurcation at (0, 0) and generate a limit cycle.
Stochastic Itô Equation
In this section, we use the mathematical idea [27, 28] of reducing the asymmetric stochastic delay differential equation into an asymmetric ordinary differential equation to analyze the stochastic stability of the asymmetric system. At first, we carry out the stochastic center manifold of Equation (3) by studying the following approximate expression of X(t − τ).
Since the characteristic roots of the adjoint equation and the characteristic equation of the linear asymmetric system are the same, when ∆(λ, τ) = 0. Project it onto the two disjoint subspaces P, Q ∈ C and get the direct sum C = P ⊕ Q, then the base functions of Equations (3) and (4) under P ∈ C are as follows:
Where the inner product matrix (Ψ(s), Φ(θ)) = (ψ j (s), φ k (θ)),j, k = 1, 2 has the following expression:
Substituting (ψ j (s), φ k (θ)) into the bilinear pairing expression (5) to get the nonsingular matrix as follows:
The basis Ψ(s) ∈Ĉ of the adjoint equation is normalized toΨ(s), a new base functionΨ(s) = (Ψ, Φ) −1 nsg Ψ(s) expression is obtained: 
Substituting (ψ(s), φ k (θ)) generated by the new inner product matrix (Ψ(s), Φ(θ)) into Equation (12) and the available identity matrix is as follows:
is the solution operator of the linearized equation. Thus, we obtainĴ(t, τ)Ψ(s) = Φ(0)e B(s+t) as the solution operator of the adjoint equation in C.
is the unique solution of Equation (1), where φ(θ) = x P (θ) + x Q (θ), φ P (θ), and φ Q (θ) are in P, Q, respectively. Under the semigroup J(t, τ) and its infinitesimal generator A(θ, τ), the projected solutions x P t (φ(θ), τ, ε), and x Q t (φ(θ), τ, ε) onto P, Q respectively are invariant. Then under the change of variables x P t (θ) = Φ(θ)y(t) + x Q t (θ), a first-order approximation for θ = −τ is as follows:
The following asymmetric stochastic center manifold form can be obtained from the analysis of Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 3. If the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 are satisfied, the asymmetric stochastic center manifold of Equation (1) is as follows:
Making a change of variables, namely T : (y 1 , y 2 ) → (z 1 , z 2 ).
, the available inverse transformation yield the following:
and then we can obtain the asymmetric center manifold as follows: 
The asymmetric system can be modeled into Itô asymmetric stochastic differential equations as follows:
where B(t) is a standard Wiener process.
The Hamiltonian corresponding to Equation (14) is as follows:
where
Therefore, the asymmetric system in Equation (14) can be written as a asymmetric stochastic Hamiltonian system as follows:
where,
According to the well-known stochastic averaging method, the Itô stochastic averaging Hamiltonian is obtained.
Theorem 4 (Stochastic averaging equation).
Set b i (i = 0, 1 · · · ) are the real numbers defined by Equation (13) and ω = 0 is the imaginary part of the characteristic value of Equation (6), the stochastic averaging equation corresponding to the asymmetric system (1) as follows:
where,m
In the following, based on the above analysis, the local stability of the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system is studied.
Theorem 5. Set λ 1 as the real number defined by Equation (15), if and only if λ 1 < 0, then the trivial solution of the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system is the local asymptomatic stabilization with a probability density of 1.
Proof. According to Theorem 4, we can obtain the linear equation corresponding to H = 0 : dH =m (0)Hdt + b (0)HdB(t).
According to the Lyapunov exponent definition, the approximate value of the Lyapunov exponent is available:
Let λ 1 < 0, then the trivial solution of the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system is a local asymptomatic stabilization with a probability density of 1.
Next, the qualitative state of the one-dimensional diffusion process is studied, which mainly depends on the characteristics of the drifting coefficientm(H) and the diffusion coefficient σ(H) on the two boundaries.
Theorem 6. Set λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 as the real numbers defined by Equation (15), if and only if λ 2 > 0, ω ≥ 2. The trivial solution of the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system is global instability with a probability density of 1.
Proof. According to the singular boundary theory, the left boundary H = 0 is the first kind of singular boundary. Its diffusion coefficient α = 1, drifting coefficient β = 0, and characteristic value c =
. If 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, the boundary is the regular boundary and if c ≥ 1, the H = 0 is the entrance boundary.
The right boundary H = +∞ is the second kind of singular boundary. When λ 2 > 0, the boundary is out of the boundary. When λ 2 < 0, the H = +∞ is the entrance boundary. Thus when λ 2 > 0, ω ≥ 2, the trivial solution of the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system is global instability with a probability density of 1. Proof. When λ 2 < 0, then m(+∞) < 0, the H = +∞ is the entrance boundary, the systematic state depends only on the left boundary.
According to the three-exponent method, the left boundary is the first kind of singular boundary, then we obtain representation as follows:
The equation can be simplified to:
and thus infer that the D-bifurcation occurs at c = 0 and the P-bifurcation occurs at c = 1.
Weak Signal Detection
Some of the failures that may occur in the engineering can often cause significant losses, so detecting weak signals can reduce or avoid system failures. The asymmetric chaos system is very sensitive to weak signals with similar external excitation, so it can detect weak signals very well.
Chaos in the Asymmetric Stochastic Delay Differential Equation
In this section, the necessary conditions for chaos in the asymmetric system (1) are derived by using the Melnikov method under the mean-square criterion.
The Hamiltonian in the linear part of the asymmetric Duffing system is:
Two different heteroclinic orbits are available:
Melnikov's function for the heteroclinic orbit q 0 + is:
M represents the stochastic part of the Melnikov process caused by noise, since ξ(t + t 0 ) is a smooth stochastic process. Therefore E[ξ(t + t 0 )] = 0, the first moment ofM is:
The second moment ofM is:
Where S n (ω) is the power spectral density of the Gaussian noise and H(ω) is the frequency response function of the system obtained through Fourier transform:
2 (t) into the above formula, we can obtain:
According to the residual theorem, we can obtain:
).
The power spectral density function of Gaussian white noise is S n (ω) = K, and the second moment ofM:
The asymmetric system's stochastic Melnikov function appears a simple zero if and only if E[M 2 (t 0 )] = 0 under the mean-square criterion. Subjected on the constraint of energy conservation and we have:
Based on the Melnikov process, the criterion for the possible chaotic motion is given:
If the parameter f is satisfied:
, the asymmetric system may appear to be chaotic under the meaning of Smale. Therefore, the threshold of the asymmetric system (1) is:
Time-Delayed Feedback and System Detection Capability
The following consideration is given to the change of the threshold with Gaussian white noise intensity under the influence of time delay. First fix parameters: ω = 1.3, µ 1 = 0.046, A 1 = 1, and ε = 0.01 according to the asymmetric system (1), increasing the time delay from 0.01 to 3. Set the range of changes in Gaussian white noise intensity α 1 ∈ [0, 1]. According to [28] , the power spectral density of Gaussian white noise is K = α 2 1 2π . The threshold of the asymmetric system (1) varies with the noise intensity under time-delayed feedback as shown in Figure 1 .
The chaotic oscillator is highly effective in weak signal detection because of its properties of noise immunity and sensitivity to a specific frequency signal [2, 13, 14] . However this noise immunity is limited. When there is noise with a higher intensity, chaos is caused by the noise rather than being immune to the noise. This is reflected in Figure 1 . We can see that when the noise intensity exceeds a certain value, no obvious chaos threshold can be found, which eliminates our hope of detecting signals by using state transition. From Figure 1a -d, the increase of time delay drags the curve to the right. The time-delay feedback control also obtains an effective threshold for the noise with a higher intensity. In other words, the asymmetric system response information is constantly added into the system through the time-delay feedback control, which makes the chaos caused by noise excitation delayed. The analytical results show that time-delay can effectively enhance the detection ability of the asymmetric system. 
Numerical Simulation
Based on the actual engineering situation, we do not know whether the weak signal exists or not, so its frequency is generally unknown. However, when detecting the amplitude of the asymmetric stochastic delay system by state transition, we need to predict the frequency of the weak signal. Therefore, for the detection of weak signal, we should first determine the frequency information and then extract the amplitude information. Add a weak signal to the asymmetric system (1) to yield the following asymmetric system:
First fix parameters:
1, and f = 0.2337. The amplitude of the weak signal is fixed at r 1 = 0.001, r 2 = 0.02, and r 3 = 0.05 respectively. The bifurcation diagrams of the frequency at which the asymmetric system identifies the weak signal are shown in Figure 2 .
When r 1 = 0.001, the phase diagrams when ω 1 = 1 and ω 1 = 1.1 are respectively drawn are shown in Figure 3 .
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 , after adding the weak signal to the asymmetric system, fix the amplitude of the external excitation at f = 0.2337 and change ω. When ω < ω 1 , the asymmetric system is in a chaotic state. When ω = ω 1 , the chaotic state of the asymmetric system have the 'act-and-wait' [29] action. When ω > ω 1 , the asymmetric system is in a chaotic state again. The asymmetric system have an 'act-and-wait' action that detects the presence and frequency of the weak signal. With different values of amplitude r, we can find that the chaotic state always has the 'act-and-wait' action, thus we can extract the frequency of the weak signal under the unknown amplitude r. We propose for the first time to detect the frequency of weak effective signal by using the 'act-and-wait' action in the chaotic state. Then the amplitude of the weak effective signal in noise is detected by the transition for the asymmetric system from chaos to large-scale periodicity. First fix parameters: ω = 1.3, µ = 0.00046, A = 0.003, α = 0.01, and τ = 1. Substituting into Equation (16) and we can get that the theoretical threshold is f 1 = 0.3547. The bifurcation diagram of asymmetric system (1) is shown in Figure 4 .
As shown in Figure 4 , the transition from chaos to periodicity of the motion of the asymmetric system (1) occurs at a certain threshold, and the phase diagrams of the asymmetric system (1), when f = 0.3541, 0.3542, and 0.39, respectively, correspond to the phase diagrams as shown in the Figure 5 . When f = 0.3541, there is the first transition of the asymmetric system (1) from chaos to the periodicity and when f = 0.39, there is a second transition of the asymmetric system (1) from periodicity to chaos. In this paper, the critical value of the first transition is the threshold of the asymmetric system (1). Then we can determine that the chaos threshold is f 2 = 0.3541. Therefore, the relative error between the numerical solution of the asymmetric system and the theoretical solution is:
Because the asymmetric chaos system (17) is very sensitive to small weak signal with similar excitation frequencies outside the asymmetric system, Melnikov method is still used to calculate the chaos threshold under the mean-square criterion of the asymmetric system which under the combined excitation of Gaussian white noise, time delay and weak signal, thus the amplitude calculation formula of the weak signal can be inferred and the weak signal can be identified.
The asymmetric system (17)'s chaos threshold is:
The formula for calculating the weak signal amplitude value is:
Fix the parameter: ω = 1.3, µ = 0.00046, A = 0.003, r = 0.01, α = 0.01, and τ = 1. Substituting into Equation (18) and we can get that the theoretical threshold is f 3 = 0.3447. The bifurcation diagram of the asymmetric system (17) is shown in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , there is a transition of the asymmetric system (17) from chaos to the periodicity. The phase diagrams of the asymmetric system (17) It is seen from the relative errors that the theoretical analytical results agree quite well with those from numerical simulation. According to Equation (19) , the amplitude of the weak signal of the asymmetric system (17) can be calculated as r = 0.01. Thus numerical simulation indicate the feasibility of using the asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator to detect weak signal.
The signal-to-noise ratio threshold of the asymmetric system is: SNR = 10lg(0.5 0.01 2 1 ) ≈ −43dB.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator is −43 dB. The asymmetric system has a lower signal-to-noise ratio indicating that the asymmetric system has advantages in weak signal detection.
Conclusions
In this paper, firstly, the dynamic behavior of the second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator were analyzed. Based on the center manifold theorem, asymmetric stochastic averaging equation, and Lyapunov exponent, the stable and unstable conditions of the second-order asymmetric stochastic delay system with a Duffing oscillator were calculated. Secondly, the frequency of weak effective signal in noise was detected by the chaotic state having the 'act-and-wait' action. The amplitude of weak effective signal in noise was detected by the transition for the asymmetric system from the chaos to the large-scale periodicity. By theoretical analysis and numerical simulation, we found that the dynamic behaviors of the asymmetric system were affected by Gaussian white noise and time delay, and the time delay could be used to enhance the asymmetric system's ability to detect weak signals. Thirdly, this paper mainly used the asymmetric stochastic delay Duffing system to detect weak signals. At present, we have not found any scholars who have considered nonlinear asymmetric stochastic delay systems to detect weak signals.
In this paper, only Gaussian white noise was considered, but non-Gaussian noise such as colored noise was not considered. In addition, the additive noise was considered in this paper instead of the more complex multiplicative noise. For frequency detection method, the stochastic resonance method could be considered [30, 31] .
